The Dawson Complex consists of three mining operations: Dawson North and Dawson South are both new mining areas while Dawson Central comprises the existing mining operation.

In total the Dawson Complex represents over 250 million tonnes of rich metallurgical and thermal coal reserves which will be mined by opencut method.

The Dawson Complex will lift present coal production from 7 mtpa to 13 mtpa and will continue to be a longterm contributor to the community of Moura and its neighbours.

Overall, the Dawson Complex extends the mine’s production life by over 20 years as mining commences in the neighbouring tenures to the North and South.

The Dawson Complex is a joint venture between Anglo Coal Australia and Mitsui Coal Holdings. Anglo Coal is the operator of the complex.

The Dawson Complex represents: change, growth and progress not just for the mine but also the local communities.